
COLORS

0102 0105 0160 0305 22102 22255

4002 6055

SIZES

Adults: M L XL 2XL

WIDTH (A) 51cm 54cm 57cm 60cm

LONG (B) 71cm 73cm 75cm 77cm

Kids: 4 8 12 16

WIDTH
(A)

38cm 41cm 44cm 47cm

LONG (B) 50cm 54cm 58cm 62cm

*[Measured from the edge 1 cm below the sleeves / Measured from the highest point of  the shoulder to the end of the garment
Measures in the waist / Measures from the waist to the bottom hem of the trouse]

TEAM COLLECTION
www.roly.eu

BOCA CJ0346

DESCRIPTION

Unisex sports set in a combination of three fabrics: 1. T-shirt with collar and snap button fastening. 2. Interior of
the sleeve in breathable fabric. 3. Side panels and upper sleeve band in Control-Dry fabric. 4. Shorts with
adjustable waistband and drawcord. 5. Contrasting inner part of the leg and rib in Control-Dry fabric.

COMPOSITION

Main fabric: 100% polyester. Panels: 100% microperforated polyester and 100% polyester waffle interlock. 140
gsm.

REMARKS

* Removable label. * Breathable model * Available in children's sizes. * Duration in catalogue 3 years.

SIZES

Adults:: M · L · XL · 2XL / Kids:: 4 · 8 · 12 · 16

QUANTITIES

 Box Pack

Adults: 20 un. 1 un.

Kids: 20 un. 1 un.

Heat transfer
printing

Handling

PRINTING TECHNIQUES AVAILABLE RELATED MODELS

RACING CJ0452 UNITED CJ0457 JUVE CJ0525

The colors and measures contained in this sheet are rounded to the colors and sizes of our products. Due to continued work in product
improvement and renovations of the same stock are subject to change or modif ication not ref lected in this document. Claims based on the
colors or sizes that are listed on this sheet will not be accepted. ROLY reserves the right to change without notice colors and measures
regarding the products described in this data sheet.
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